
Why is this important?

In every area of life, things 
always run more smoothly 
when we put a little bit of 
planning into it. With our 
community groups, we tend 
to think that our discussion 
times will go great if we just 
all show up and begin 
talking. However, this is 
rarely the case.  Many 
times the group gets side 
tracked, no one shares very 
much, the material seems to 
lack any relevance to real 
life; and we walk away 
feeling like the evening was 
wasted. If you will take a 
little bit of time and follow 
this meeting preparation 
plan, we believe it will 
greatly improve your group 
experience.

HOW TO
l e a d  a  g r o u p  m e e t i n g

At the meeting before

at this point, it’s important to 

talk to the leader (if  applicable) 

and check the schedule

see details below

7 days before

planning goes a long way in 

making your leadership of  the 

meeting successful

see details below

3-5 days before

It’s time to figure out exactly 

how you are going to lead the 

group in an authentic discussion

see details below

1 day before

with preparation complete, it’s 

time to reconnect with the leader  

and put the time in God’s hands

see details below

THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF MEETING PREPARATION
At the meeting before…

•Talk with group leader (if  you’re not the group leader) and verify 
the topic for the next meeting

•Go over the group meeting and curriculum schedule
•Make sure you have all necessary leader guides/helps
•Discuss any unique aspects of  the next meeting (life stories, prayer, 

meals, etc.)

7 days before…

•Look at your personal schedule for the week and block out at least 30 minutes to prepare

3-5 days before…

•Be praying that God will use your leadership of  the meeting to help people grow spiritually
•Some important things to do or remember...

  -Discussion questions normally need tweaking; look for questions that encourage people to 
    express their opinions and that will generate conversation
  -The goal for the group curriculum time is authentic discussion, not completion of  the material

  -When asking questions, direct them to a specific person as opposed to the whole group
  -You should come up with a “big idea” for the night and bring it with you on a note card
  -You should always come up with a specific way you will help people take a step of  application

•If  the group is discussing the sermon from the previous week...
  -Send a link (form the Christ First Church web site) via email to the group so that they can
    watch the sermon if  they did not attend the service the week before
  -Download the discussion questions from the Christ First web site

•If  the group is using a DVD curriculum...
  -watch the video portion in full and take notes
•If  you are reading a book together

  -Read the assigned portion, taking notes; highlight small, important sections to read to the group
•If  the group is using a small group curriculum
  -Read over the chapter for that week and answer all the discussion questions yourself

1 day before…
•Contact the leader (if  applicable) and discuss the flow of  the meeting

•Write down a plan for the evening including a time schedule that you plan to follow
•Pray for each member of  the group individually, for the discussion and application


